ES-DOC Weekly Telco

(caution: this pad may be reset after the meeting)

20 March 2017

Previous minutes:

Present:
- Allyn
- Charlotte
- Chris
- David
- Eric
- Hans
- Mark E.
- Mark G.
- Martina

Minutes:
- Previous action items, etc.:
  - ALL: review WordPress site
  - AT: Q demo
  - DH: start testing Q
  - DH: review github tickets
  - DH: describe process for providing support to ES-DOC officers
  - DH: draft letter for modelling group (white paper, 5 realms)
  - DH: Discuss with Charlotte and Mark for conformance work (initial automation)
  - DH: organise F2F 18-21st April
  - DH: identify JULES people for land surface CMIP5 review
  - EG: feedback from beta testers?
- Status reports:
  - Allyn
    - **TODO:** Q includes code to render mindmaps; AT to distribute a sample link to ES-DOC for them to decide if it is something that should be shared with modelling groups.
    - note that this may not work in all browser combinations; David had problems viewing it.
    - demoed Q to Eric Guilyardi
    - exposed a few bugs which I’ve since been working on
    - **TODO:** deploy next version of Q once those bugs are fixed
    - reviewed Q based on feedback from David Hassell, including...
    - how should “Institute” be handled in the Q? [ES-DOC/esdoc questionnaire#527]
  - Charlotte
    - Karl Taylor has commented on the action list for ES-Doc:WCRP consistency checks
      https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1t9wsfH5ZQ6Q6PPkn36Ak1NkwfQ1kHKQ40n32EFymE8/edit?usp=sharing
    - Following correspondence with Karl we need to add a new project “CMIP” to the ES-Doc experiment documentation and place the DECK and historical experiments under it’s jurisdiction. See ES-DOC/esdoc docs#261 for more info and context.
  - Chris
    - beginning review of atmosphere specialization
  - David
    - working on draft letter for reviewing specialisations
    - room booked for face-to-face
    - tested Q
    - updating / closing github tickets
    - **TODO:** identify JULES people for land surface CMIP5 review
    - **TODO:** Discuss with Charlotte and Mark for conformance work (initial automation)
  - Eric
  - Hans
  - Mark E.
  - Mark G.
    - working on Controlled Vocabularies
      - expanding pyesdoc cv library (which is now its own repository again) to support CMOR
    - Jupyter Hub scripts updated
- requires root access which is not supported by webaction; buying a dedicated server hosted elsewhere
  - regenerating CMIP6 experiments, will redeploy soon
  - Martina

- Q demo [https://appear.in/es-doc]
  - deployment needed by 28 March
  - TODO: regarding "institute"...
    - change the field label from "institute" to something like "which institute do you intend to publish on behalf of"?
    - indicate that by selecting no institute, a user will be unable to publish
    - intercept the publication process w/ a dialog box confirming all of this
    - (note - in the long-term, institutes ought to be part of Projects as opposed to Users)

- White paper and realms review
  - positive feedback from WIP
  - timeline is acceptable
  - revision & subsequent community review of white paper can begin
    - TODO: send any changes to the white paper to Eric
    - TODO: Eric & David to send revised version to groups + 5 realms by 28 March
    - DH sent EG 1st draft of email
    - expect feedback in one month
    - TODO: CP to provide process to collect feedback

- Wordpress site
  - points sent to corresponding Slack Channel
  - TODO: finalise version to be sent to modelling groups (Mark. David to act as editors)
  - TODO: MG to delegate content to DH and others
  - a lot of content can be extracted from the white paper
    - but we should wait for modelling groups' feedback before finalising this

- Seeding of CMIP5 into CIM2 + CMIP6 specialisation status (Mark)
  - work has begun on this
  - missing mapping for model names
    - waiting on others for this

- Conformance
  - TODO: initial conformance document (David & Charlotte lead)

- Update of ES-DOC PI report:
  - https://docs.google.com/document/d/19j0U2-FbWW3KxBNG-rVgwYMYS5Jy1rLOS6AaMV9SWt/edit
  - PI Telco to be called sometime after this

- Next Coding Sprint: https://beta.doodle.com/poll/sq5yedgmy4zg4br
  - in Reading
  - 20-21th April for all team
  - 18-19th for conformance and further_info_url
    - tbc w/ MG

- next ES-DOC Telco: 27th March